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Problem Statement

At the moment there are every few exhibits out there that 
display animals that have went extinct due to human 
intervention. There are individual displays at the Australian 
National Zoo, Cincinnati Zoo and other traveling exhibits 
but none of them display the collection of animals given 
in this collection of icons. This icon system is a display 
of the destructive potential of humanity and the beautiful 
creatures this world has lost due to it.



Audience 

The audience would primarily consist of consumers and 
zoo-goers from the age of 12 to 60 years old as they are 
capable of internalizing and processing such information 
and are also more likely to contribute to a cause when 
persuaded.



Judy

• mid 40s

• consumer of beauty products and clothing

• inherited a few fur coats from previous generations

• unaware / unaffected by endangerment of species

• has children; makes an effort to learn with them



Benchmarking

There were projects that matched the spirit of the brief 
or the subject of the brief, but none of what I saw dealt 
with both the spirit and the subject. The closest project 
in subject is the Australian Museum’s page on extinct 
Australian animals. The closest project in spirit is the 30 
Species in Pieces project, which focuses on bringing 
awareness to endangered species.



Visual Research

Referent Visual Research          06/06/16

Name :  Madeleine Lyon     Section  004
Concept  A  B  C   Theme : Extinct  Species /  Subspecies     Referent : Javan Tiger, Carribean Monk Seal, Western Black Rhinocerous, Quagga 

Referent Visual Research          05/17/16

Name :  Madeleine Lyon     Section  004
Concept  A  B  C   Theme Recently Extinct Animals due to Poaching Referent  : Thylacine 

Research Discovery
• Research to understand the communication problem, accurate meanings, user needs, potential media applications, scenarios and context. 
• Develop a clearly written working referent for each of your 8 symbols 
• Research various angles and aspects of your referent. Pro�le, detail, silhouette, 3/4 view, in habitat, etc. Create a clipping path for each image.

Research Discovery
• Research to understand the communication problem, accurate meanings, user needs, potential media applications, scenarios and context. 
• Develop a clearly written working referent for each of your 8 symbols 
• Research various angles and aspects of your referent. Pro�le, detail, silhouette, 3/4 view, in habitat, etc. Create a clipping path for each image.

Referent Visual Research          05/17/16

Name :  Madeleine Lyon     Section  004
Concept  A  B  C   Theme : Recently Extinct Animals due to Poaching Referent : Passenger Pigeon 

Research Discovery
• Research to understand the communication problem, accurate meanings, user needs, potential media applications, scenarios and context. 
• Develop a clearly written working referent for each of your 8 symbols 
• Research various angles and aspects of your referent. Pro�le, detail, silhouette, 3/4 view, in habitat, etc. Create a clipping path for each image.

Referent Visual Research          05/17/16

Name :  Madeleine Lyon     Section  004
Concept  A  B  C   Theme : Recently Extinct Animals due to Poaching Referent  : Pyrenean Ibex 



Finding the Right Angle

Referent Sketches II          05/27/16

Name :  Madeleine Lyon   Section  004
Theme : Extinct Animals                             Referent : Thylacine, Pyrenean Ibex, Passenger Pigeon

05/27/16

Name :  Madeleine Lyon   Section  004
Theme : Extinct Animals                             Referent : Western Black Rhinocerous, Sea Mink, Javan Tiger

Referent Sketches II          

Referent Sketches II          

06/09/16

Section  004

Referent Sketches III 

Name :  Madeleine Lyon 
Theme : Extinct Animals Referent : Thylacine, Pyrenean Ibex, Passenger Pigeon Direction 11



Search for the Proper Aesthetic

Referent Sketches III          05/31/16

Name :  Madeleine Lyon   Section  004
Theme : Extinct Animals                             Referent : Thylacine, Pyrenean Ibex, Passenger Pigeon



Sketch to Digital



Main Referents:

1. Tasmanian Tiger    
2. Passenger Pigeon    
3. Pyrenean Ibex   
4. Quagga     
5. Carribian Monk Seal   
6. Western Black Rhinoceros   
7. North American Sea Mink   
8. Javan Tiger                        

Alternates:

1. Great Auk
2. Galapagos Tortoise
3. Bubal Hartebeest
4. Haast Eagle



Tasmanian Tiger:



Tasmanian Tiger:

Also known as the Tasmanian Wolf or Thylacine, this 
creature was the largest marsupial in the world around the 
time of its extinction. It was known for having an awkward 
gait which prevented it from running very well but allowed 
it to stand on its hind legs. Its closest relative is the 
Tasmanian Devil. Not much is known about wild Thylacine 
behavior, but they were often solitary creatures that were 
easily provoked. When threatened it ‘yawns’. There have 
been many “sightings” of this animal since its extinction 
and is one of the biggest candidates for species revival.



Pyrenean Ibex:



Pyrenean Ibex:

The Pyrenean Ibex is a subspecies of Spanish Ibex 
and was the first extinct animal to ever be revived from 
extinction via cloning. Unfortunately, the clone, a solitary 
female, died of lung complications that often plague cloned 
sheep. Although the species as a whole became extinct 
due to poaching, the last known member was killed by 
a falling tree.



Passenger Pigeon:



Passenger Pigeon:

The Passenger Pigeon used to be rampant before its 
being hunted to extinction. It wasn’t known for its carrying 
abilities as much as it was for its meat, which became a 
staple for the lower class. Large flocks were often captured 
in nets and/or shot down. The last surviving member of this 
species died in the Cincinnati Zoo.



Carribian Monk Seal:



Carribian Monk Seal:

The Carribian Monk Seal became extinct before it was 
identified as such. It was largely hunted for oil. There was 
an unsuccessful search conducted for any remaining seals 
in the 1960s. After years of looking, the crew behind the 
search gave up.



Western Black Rhinoceros:



Western Black Rhinoceros:

The Western Black Rhinoceros, not to be confused with the 
Eastern Black Rhinoceros, went extinct in the early 2000s 
due to poaching for ivory.



North American Sea Mink:



North American Sea Mink:

The North American Sea Mink became extinct almost 
immediately after travelers found out that it provided over 
twice the amount of fur that a regular mink did. Nobody 
knows what a live specimen would have looked like 
because the entire population was killed and skinned 
before it could be properly observed. These animals were 
believed to be solitary and extremely territorial. 



Javan Tiger:



Javan Tiger:

Javan Tigers met their end due to the upheaval from World 
War II. Their prey, the Javan Rusa, vanished. Their habitat 
was greatly reduced due to human deforestation and 
nearby camps would frequently kill them for their meat, 
their fur, or just for sport.



Quagga:



Quagga:

The Quagga hails from Africa and is currently in the midst 
of a revival. “The Quagga Project” has been focusing on 
breeding zebras with mutant genes to create Quagga-like 
creatures. This has been a controversial approach, but it 
has yielded results.



Rebus 1: Reason for Extinction

The Quagga (root) has been paired with a determinant 
symbolizing leather to indicate that it was hunted for 
its skin.



Rebus 2: Post-Extinction Status

The Quagga (root) has been paired with a determinant 
symbolizing DNA to indicate that the facility has usable 
DNA on file.



Utilitarian: Library



Finished Icons: 



Standards: 

• 3 circular elements in each referent

• 2 line weights of organic nature (6pt, 4pt) ; 
  tapers on either one or both ends

• 1 shape

• angle of “eyelash” slightly differentiates from horizontal 
  to give character

• side view to 3/4 angle

• lined up at the eye

• add other details at different weights sparingly



Application Benchmarking



Application Sketch Process



Extinct Creatures Stamp Series

Sending letters and postcards could be considered a 
dying art. It would only be fitting that it is accompanied 
by creatures that are very much dead. These stamps are 
sold as a collection and are labled with their respective 
creatures’ names.



Extinct Creatures Memorial Garden

Very few people are aware of how many species and 
subspecies have become extinct due to humanity’s 
intervention. This garden provides the inhabitants with a 
silent atmosphere like that of a graveyard. Adorning each 
statue is an eye-height informative plaque with an image 
and a descriptive paragraph pertaining to each animal.
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Thank You!


